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Having a wildly successful WELLNESS Business; which of course is the type of

WELLNESS Business You WANT; begins with a base of 'top-notch' clients.

Here we are winding down the series: Building The WELLNESS Business You WANT 101: 
How to help 'top-notch' clients find you. I am so glad you have been a part of this because YOU 
are needed!

If you happen to be joining us for the first time and would like the email series sent to your 
inbox, CLICK HERE: Send me the series focused on Building the WELLNESS Business I 
WANT 101: 

How to help 'top-notch' clients find Me.  Here is what will come your way:

https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/sign-me-up-for-the-5-part-podcast-series
https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/sign-me-up-for-the-5-part-podcast-series
https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/sign-me-up-for-the-5-part-podcast-series
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If you have been working right along:

• 1 - Using the 'New APPROACH' when you meet prospective clients. Laid out for you in 
post 1;

• 2 - Working out the Client Types and Replacing a Crappy Client or two using the 
guidance presented in post 2;

• 3 - Have Taken  Step 1 / Making  Connect 1 and working toward getting in front of your 
first group of 'top-notch' clients in post 3;

• 4 - Taken Step 2 / Make Connect 2 Reading up on using the power of ONE focus 
presentation presented in post 4.....

CONGRATULATIONS!!! That is a tremendous amount of progress! You should be feeling 
awesome that you are taking specific actions that are reducing your WELLNESS Business 
Establishment Phase 1 by years! YES, easily, YEARS!

Here we are, now on POST 5 of: Building the WELLNESS Business You WANT 101: How to 
help 'top-notch' clients find YOU and today's post: Take Step 3 / Make Connects 3, 4, & 5 .
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You will breeze through this 3rd Step, even though it is 3 Connects, I promise!

How can I promise that? If you put the work in and took the first 2 Steps and Made the first 2 
CONNECTS using the tips; tasks and worksheets in this series, I can tell you YOU are 'TOP 
NOTCH'! AND that YOU WANT to Build Your WELLNESS Business. These last 3 Connects 
will be a piece of
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If you are reading through each post to see how this can work for you and are stuck somewhere 
or have questions send a quick note: Contact LINK.

All of us who set out to Build the WELLNESS Business We WANT desire to build a successful 
business.

 

Too many wellness professionals do not succeed in Establishing the WELLNESS Business they 
WANT because of the 'grit' work involved in areas that have nothing to do with their area of 
expertise.

It takes grit to Build any Business but I believe in the WELLNESS Business the top reason for 
getting stuck, dropping out, is the misinformation on how to go about the 'grit' work involved.

The areas of the Wellness Business that have nothing to do with wellness expertise are often the 
culprit of the wellness business's stagnation and failure. Again, it takes grit to Build any Business 
and plenty of it, I pounded so much more pavement than I thought would be necessary to get 
myself out there and you will need to too but I believe not knowing HOW to go about doing it as 

https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/contact-mo-page-2ca0dbc3-ad25-45c3-a768-41108a5e2102


effectively and as efficiently as possible means too many valuable Wellness Professionals are not 
and will not be accessible to so many who are desperately seeking out the information they 
have. And that is distressing because YOU are NEEDED!
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Too many wellness professionals are not or will not be there for those who need them because 
they have had to close their doors or actually never opened their doors because they used the 
misinformation that they needed to begin business using the FREE one-on-one sessions 
paradigm ;-(.



In the WELLNESS Business it is my belief it is not LACK of grit it is instead:
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Mis-information on where to put the time and effort (grit) during Phase 1 the 
ESTABLISHMENT Phase of Building the Wellness Business You WANT.

And a void that exists in how to concisely communicate to those in front of you- who WANT 
WELLNESS - that it is attainable. 

The first 2 Steps to Take and 2 Connects to Make are integral pieces of the grit work. We need 
to make time for this 'grit' work in our schedule.

Once we have the 2 Steps and 2 Connects set up in our schedule it is just as important to

continue repeating them.

It takes repeating the 2 Steps 2 Connects over and over. Ultimately they will feel like they are 
repeating themselves. Yes, this will happen ;-)

The 2 Steps 2 Connects will produce the Connection needed to set up your opportunity to be in 
front of prospective 'top-notch' clients. This creates the necessity to have in place your 3rd Step 
and 3rd, 4th, 5th Connects. Today's post!

Let's continue outlining the framework it takes to help 'top-notch' clients find you!

Taking the 3rd Step and 3rd, 4th, and 5th CONNECTS. The 3rd Step and 3rd, 4th, 5th 
CONNECTS are just as important as 1 and 2! They are imperative in helping your 'top-notch' 
client find you. The nice thing is they are not as hard to put in place as 1 and 2 ;-).



Here we go! 

�
at your 2nd Step; 2nd CONNECT: ONE focus presentation the

3rd STEP you take begins at the onset of your presentation 
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CONNECT #3

YOUR 3rd CONNECT uses a few tools: an INDEX CARD, pen or pencil and an index box.
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CONNECT 3

1. Blank index cards.

2.  Index card box.

3. Pencils/pens for each person.

If you want to get fancy order a box of pens or pencils with your business information: contact 
email/phone.

I looked it up Staples, as well as a ton of other promotional companies, advertise logo writing 
utensils as low as 19cents.   

Now here is what you do.

CONNECT 3 in action:



• As participants walk into your ONE focus presentation you, CONNECT with them 
telling them your name and handing them the index card and writing tool.

You let them know we will use these during our time together today and you look forward to 
connecting with them later.

• Then at the beginning of the ONE focus presentation, (I made it a practice to hold the 
card and pencil up) begin breaking the ice with an interactive moment together showing 
them the card, passing more out to those who did not yet have one and then having them 
place their name and best contact info on the top of the card.

This helped me and those in attendance get comfortable in the first few moments of hello. 
Transitioning between the room a buzz with people getting settled in and one where I hold their 
attention.

I let them know that the card can serve as their 2nd brain, a holding tank of sorts, this way as 
questions popped into their head they can jot them down so their brain wouldn't be pre-occupied 
trying to remember it and instead they could keep moving along with the information coming 
after it.

If you want a sample intro script I put one here for you: CLICK for pdf. (by the way, there is a 
typo in the first line of the script an extra I. Just cross it out:)

During the ONE focus presentation, your attendees will write what comes to mind so when you 
have Q&A people are set and poised to ask questions. If time runs out no problem you let them 
know you will reach out to those Q's with an A during your email/phone day (mine was 
Thursdays).

To be sure you can reach out they should take the next 30 sec to place their contact information 
on the card. *(Give them the 30 sec to do that. I have seen presenters say it then continue on 
talking.) If you are silent you will more likely see pens begin writing.

What has happened here so far?

Well, your 2nd Connect the one focus presentation begins creating the connection with the 
individuals in the room.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/podcastpdfdownloads/THE+BYWB+IWPPB501-+5+part+series+downloads/Worksheets+that+go+with+the+5+part+Series+101%3A+BTWBYW/Intro%2Bsample%2Bscript%2Bindex%2Bcard%2Bpdf%2B3%2BSteps%2Bto%2BHelp%2Btop-notch%2BClients%2Bfind%2Byou..pdf


The size of the audience does not matter; 2 attendees or 100's of attendees, the 2nd CONNECT 
the ONE focus presentation is beginning and Connect 2 has begun.
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Your 3rd Connect is actually a bunch of mini connects. The 3rd CONNECT includes the 
CONNECTION:

• at the entrance,

• at the introduction,

• during Q&A and again

• after because you let them know in advance that personalized attention after the event 
was possible if time ran out. You have what you need to Answer their Question. Their 
Contact info on the index card will make it possible to CONNECT and follow through no 
matter how abrupt your presentation ends. ( Just envision unexpected fire drill- YUP 
although we could not finish I had a way to connect with those who attended. Dear xyz, 
Can you believe the timing of that fire drill! I am just reaching out to......")



• at the close of your presentation; let the attendees know if you are presenting 
somewhere else. Or that you hope to see them again for a continuation if the time was 
short (like a luncheon). I offered the ONE focus presentation in 3 sections (exactly as the 
WANT WELLNESS: CELL'f Care presentation transcripts on kindle. They are exact 
transcripts.)  The 3 sections made my presentations flexible.

• Always let those in attendance know when you will be back if you are doing a series at 
the facility. OR Let them know when and where you doing the next section somewhere 
else.

TIP 1: I would pre-set 3 dates per year at a Public library or Town Rec. dept and would funnel 
attendees from every presentation I made to these FREE group presentations.

TIP 2: Even if you do not have a date(s) already booked somewhere you can let attendees know 
via email later if you note which presentation(s) they have attended. (gotta love that index card;-)

TIP 3:In the early days (1980's) I would offer a video library of the presentations to borrow from 
the organizers office. Now the presentations are in transcript format on kindle for every 
practitioner to use. (Prime members belonging to the Amazon lending library can read for free 
here is link: mo-well.com WANT WELLNESS CELL'f Care transcript link) same link as above.

http://amzn.to/2G3aITB
http://amzn.to/2G3aITB
http://amzn.to/2G3aITB
http://amzn.to/2G3aITB
http://amzn.to/2G3aITB
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Super JOB!

P.S. There are other 3rd CONNECT techniques at your ONE focus presentation like anchors 
which are super engaging. I teach those in Finding Point A. I would often use WEEBLES; 
maps, journals, they are all popular and can be very effective.

Now the next CONNECT. The 4th CONNECT in Step 3.
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• Whether the event organizer was there or not make a point of CONNECTing with them 
again.

• Let them know how much you enjoyed yourself.

• Offer some highlights if they were not there.

• I always followed up with a hand-written card. I would literally write it in the car before 
driving off. It took me 60 seconds. I then mailed it on the way home. EXTREMELY 
EFFECTIVE!

• Remind them of your availability to visit again. If it was a short presentation where you 
had time for 1 or 2 out of the 3 parts of the ONE focus presentation let them know that 
attendees were interested in the next section!



• In the early years, if I got through everything in the ONE focus presentation, I would end 
with "I would love to do this again next March" (if March was when I did the original.) 
More times than not I returned yearly to specific groups.
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Yes, we are already up to CONNECT 5!

This is where the index cards came in as an excellent CONNECTION tool.

• First I would answer the questions on the index cards we did not get to at the presentation 
just as I had promised I would do. Following up with them via their preferred mode of 
contact.

• Sometimes I would do an extra Q&A sheet if the questions from that particular day were 
redundant. I emailed a copy of this Q & A sheet to each participant that came.



NOT in lieu of the personal answers to the questions they had on each card but, in addition to. 
A separate Connect in a week or so. Keeping me top-of-mind for those who got busy and really 
did WANT to begin an Intake. Many times this follow up connect resulted in Intake sessions.

Continuing with CONNECT 5 I used my index box to connect with previous groups that the 
Q&A's might also be relevant to. The way I did that was to organize my box by weeks. This way 
I could refer to my calendar know where I was on which week of the year and gauge it had been 
a while. The notes I kept in front were general group tendencies for specific topics.

�
52 weeks with notes of facility visited, etc.
I would send articles specific to their interests to let them know I had their back and they were 
always top- of-mind to me. This in turn, helped to keep me top-of-mind to them so when a 
wellness scenario they wanted help with did come up I was their first thought.

I combined this type of information collection as landing pages became a thing. For very little 
money I show practitioners how to incorporate a free mailing list provider with a SIMPLE 
EFFECTIVE Landing page RIGHT AT MY ONE_FOCUSED PRESENTATION!

It is interactive, puts them at ease and is a great way to have attendees immediately engaged 
AND gently moves them into the ‘let’s turn our phones down, or tuck them away.

Join me on one of the Weekend Workshops where I show this to you.: CLICK WEEKEND 
WORKSHOP NOTICES PLEASE!

https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/free-masterclass-sign-me-up
https://www.buildthewellnessbusinessyouwant.com/p/free-masterclass-sign-me-up


Being in the prospective client's email inbox at the right time makes a difference to your bottom 
line. These top-of-mind connects should be firmly set aside in your calendar.

I would send a link to  when a new post was up. Now; I provide the Newest post links directly 
to i-we.co professionals so they can send their 'top-notch' prospective clients top-notch material.

This keeps them top of mind to their clients and prospective clients with material they know is 
100% in line with CELL'f Care they are seeking.

Twice a year I also provide the i-we.co professional's with 2 emails with a special link so their 
'top-notch' clients and prospective 'top-notch' clients can download the i-we.co WANT 
WELLNESS: CELL'f Care: Core Concepts and CELL Core Concepts presentation transcripts 
FREE!

Amazon allows the giveaway twice a year so right now we organize it in a way that gives i-we.co 
professional's a heads up that the 24 hour i-we.co WANT WELLNESS: CELL'f Care: Core 
Concepts and CELL Core Concepts presentation transcripts can be downloaded FREE soon! This 
way they can email their list with this FREE gift from them.

i-we.co professionals can get their index boxes out- make their email list- sending the 
CONNECT out to their clients and prospective clients.  i-we.co professional's can use this 
opportunity as FREE advertisement for their business. Keeping them top of mind to their 
clients ;-) AND it helps prospective 'top-notch' clients self-select because the process of attaining 
the WELLNESS they WANT is laid out for them.

What i-we.co professionals love the most is the 'top-notch' client that reads the transcripts knows 
exactly how the process works. They come to their sessions excited to do the work because they 
are in a position of being well-informed.

Another great resource for CONNECT 5 top-of-mind material the Finding Point A forum, there 
are module specific forums where i-we.co professionals can upload references for each other to 
use reducing everyone's time of locating top-notch education to pass on to clients and 
prospective clients.

Post re-cap:

STEP 3

 



Connections you make:
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Cultivate the conditions so that 'top-notch' clients are being primed. You are helping 'top-notch' 
clients find you. You are helping them keep you top-of-mind with the 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
CONNECTS so when the question arises -who should I reach out to or who could help my 
friend, family member or co-worker; your name is the ONE that comes to mind.

There is no shortage of people who WANT WELLNESS, you have a talent and education they 
need.

They just don't know how to find you.

 

Don't busy yourself doing other things.

Don't spend your time putting more ducks in a row,

More systems in place. Do that along the way WHILE you Take the 3 STEPS and Make the 5 
CONNECTS



You've GOT This!

�

 

"YOU already have what it takes.....

YOU just need to KNOW how to use it!"

;-) mo


